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Profile LED OBIT

Price 18.14 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 4 days

Number 1737

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

Aluminum profile
  
The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information. 
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Profile LED obit is used in the construction of indoor luminaires illuminate the corridors and stairwells. They are the perfect
solution for people who want to spice up your interior, and at the same time make that they become more affordable for the
user.

When mounting profile obit it is possible to hide LED strips, which gives a soft reflected light and does not cause glare. It is not
possible to achieve when using other profiles. The full set of covers, diffusers and reflective surfaces makes it possible to
obtain desired by your intensity and light scattering.

The design of the profile has been designed so that it supports the construction of luminaires for user selection in three basic
versions. The first is the binding of the face, aluminum surface reflectance. The second possibility is a luminaire with diffuser
completely covering the surface of light. The third and final also possible to choose the version fitting with the use of
removable surface reflectance.

With three available possibilities of construction of the housing, the user can choose yourself one of them, which will be
tailored to their individual needs.

Installation profile is very might be easy to perform and does not require professional knowledge in this field. The profile has
been designed for installation above all in the grooves, mostly up to approx. 50cm above floor level using spring mounting
KMA. There is a second possibility of mounting profile with the public on the Polish market, tile adhesives, foams or assembly
adhesives. In both cases, the dismantling of the structure is not difficult to carry out, but you must reckon with the fact that
sometimes after the event reseating the structure will no longer be possible.

Profile are dedicated two covers: wide casing HSP47 and narrow casing K and KA-BIS. In addition, complementary profile are
covered with plugs, which are available on the market in two colors: light gray and metallic. You can choose the one that more
will fit into the whole structure and the equipment of your interior.

All the elements that would be necessary in the submission or finish the entire structure easily can be found on our website
under "Accessories".

If you have any questions, please contact us, we will give comprehensive answers to them.

We invite you to familiarize yourself with our offer.
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